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sgp or .glb files and share these files. The player can also use .sgp or .glb files to play on other PSN (PlayStation
Network) accounts, including the user's own. There are 100 levels, made available in five categories: Beach, Battle, Forest,
Dome and Sky. For every category there are three difficulty levels (easy, medium and hard). For the most part the player is in
control of LittleBigPlanet, but some levels and characters are interactive. LittleBigPlanet features one or more playable
characters, with unique controls and special powers. It also features a physics-based world, in which the player's actions affect
the world's shape and dynamics. Contents Overview The game is a physics-based platformer, and similar to Mario Bros. In
LittleBigPlanet, players can create their own levels and share them with other players via the PSN network. The player can play,
create and share levels, with some game elements being exclusive to some modes. Unlike past iterations of the series, there are
no characters on screen, nor are there sprites of the player's own, or the characters in their levels. LittleBigPlanet has 100 levels,
with five categories: Beach, Battle, Forest, Dome and Sky. Each of these categories is broken up into three difficulty levels,
labelled as easy, medium, and hard. LittleBigPlanet is set on a flat world, and the player's only input is by pressing buttons on
the control pad. The player can create any kind of level, but the game automatically creates some structures for the player to
jump on, from grass to wooden fences. In the beginning of the game, there is a selection of backdrops that the player can use to
set the level's background, including a beach, swamp and an empty landscape. The player can create levels, and share them on
the PSN. The player can also play the levels created by other players. These levels are generated by the game automatically, and
the player does not need to do anything special to play them. The player can also go to the game's 'High Scores' section to see if
there are other people online who share their level, and play it. Level Editor The level editor consists of a number of elements,
including an object palette, a map palette, a tool palette, and a toolbar. The tool palette shows the basic elements 82157476af
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